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1. Note to players: specific term required. The second of a four volume series of books on Eslaf Erol bears the 

name of this character class. In Windhelm, an NPC of this class who is ostensibly just a shopkeeper tells the 

player where to find Linwe, leader of the Summerset Shadows. The player chooses an agent gifted from 

Nocturnal after completing the “Trinity Restored” quest, which involves joining an organization of these 

people, the (*) Nightingales. During random encounters, NPCs of this type may tell the player that he’ll “gut you 

like a fish.” Ralof tells a character of this type “A Nord’s last thoughts should be of home.” Maven Black-Briar 

achieved wealth and notoriety by collaborating with a Guild of this type of character. Guards will occasionally tell 

the player “keep your hands to yourself” and address them as this type of character when the player has a high sneak 

skill. For 10 points, name this type of character that operates stealthily and steals items.  

ANSWER: thief 

<JA, Major Publishers (Other)> 

 

2. After leaving a pizza parlor with this type of person to escape a flirty woman named Janet, the player can 

convince them to kiss them on the forehead after they hit the player with a softball. In a non-canonical secret 

ending titled “Escape from Margarita Zone,” the player falls asleep on a yacht and wakes up in a dungeon to 

discover a person of this type is a cult leader. Chef (*) Fujimoto locks this type of person in a shark tank and 

kidnaps their family, forcing them to reveal their true identity to their family. In a game titled for this type of person, 

the player controls one with ragdoll physics to complete household tasks and avoid revealing to their wife they are 

an octopus. For 10 points, name this type of person that, with the word “Dream,” titles a dating sim in which the 

player must romance men like Craig or Joseph. 

ANSWER: dad [or daddy or father; accept Dream Daddy or Octodad: Dadliest Catch; prompt on parent; prompt 

on octopus before mention] 

<EG, Indie> 

 

3. This character appears as a boss in the world “The Beginning of the Adventure” in I wanna be the Guy, 

where they are fought after ascending into the sky. This non-Japanese character declares “they say I can’t 

lose. I say you can’t win!” and can be hit with quick attacks when they begin to blink rapidly. This character 

is nicknamed “Kid Dynamite” and “Iron,” and is able to one-shot the player for the initial part of their fight 

with their punches. This character was replaced with a figure “from (*) Dreamland” in a re-release after 

Nintendo’s contract with them expired, which for some reason made this character white. In their first appearance, 

this character was a reskin of Piston Honda, and they replaced Mr. Sandman as the final boss of the previous game 

in his series. For 10 points, name this notoriously hard final boss and namesake of Nintendo’s 1987 edition of Punch 

Out. 

ANSWER: Mike Tyson [accept Mr. Dream] 

<MB, Major Publishers (Nintendo)> 

 

4. This composer created a visual novel about the text-based simulation VerdaMUCK titled ESC. An 

ascending G to C glissando in one of this composer’s tracks represents Lani’s grappling hook in a PICO-8 

sequel to a game they scored. One of this composer’s diegetically played tracks ends with a distorted bass 

drone and a ticking sound. This composer created a fictional language for Earthblade, and they featured 

Vocaloid prominently in songs like “Tsukuyomi” on their album (*) Oneknowing. This composer for Chicory: A 



Colorful Tale used a piano trio in their track “Joy of Remembrance” and layered breakbeat drums onto their music 

after the protagonist’s reflection escapes a mirror. Remixes of this composer’s tracks by musicians like Ben Prunty 

and 2 Mello play during “B-sides” unlocked by collecting cassette tapes. For 10 points, name this composer of the 

Minecraft music discs “otherside” and “Pigstep.”  

ANSWER: Lena Raine [or Kuraine; or Lena Chappelle] 

<IH, Other> 

 

5. Description acceptable. Players usually skip through this world’s frame story, which describes how the 

Chaos Door will open when darkness reigns. 8,000 rainbow gems must be connected to defeat this world’s 

villain, who says “my machinations lay undetected for years” when his betrayal is revealed. The central party 

of a JRPG set in this world includes Braticus, whose nunchucks have a knife and gun on them, and the archer 

Gunther. A character from this world has the annoying combat voiceline “I think that enemy got…the 

point.” A card game set in this world features cards like (*) Archibald Arrives and the ice dragon 

Aighe’luvsekks (“I love sex”). The central antagonist of this world wears a monocle and wields a pink pistol. In this 

world’s central quest, one must rescue Prince Horace from Lysanderoth, who works for King Dragon. For 10 points, 

describe this world whose characters are all voiced by Sung-Won Cho. 

ANSWER: ProZD’s game universe [accept any answer mentioning ProZD; accept the King Dragon world until 

read]  

<VD, Culture> 

 

6. Description acceptable. Possible evidence that he used a MAME emulator to attain this feat caused a man 

who accomplished it to have his record of it removed by the Guinness Book of World Records. A strategy to 

attain this feat known as point pressing involves staying in a level for longer periods of time to earn points, 

foregoing the bonus received for completing the level faster. Robbie Lakeman, the most recent person to 

attain this feat, did so for the eighth time by scoring (*) 1,272,800 points in a four-hour run. A documentary 

subtitled A Fistful of Quarters follows Steve Wiebe in his attempt to attain this feat, pitting him against Billy 

Mitchell. Players attempting this feat often wait on the bottom of the first level until a large group of barrels rolls for 

the player before grabbing the hammer powerup to maximize points. For 10 points, name this feat indicating one is 

the best at an arcade game featuring a giant ape. 

ANSWER: Donkey Kong world record [or Donkey Kong high score; accept answers indicating being the best in 

the world at Donkey Kong; prompt on completing, winning, or beating Donkey Kong] 

<EG, Early Video Games> 

 

7. In 2013, PETA argued that “the question is not whether these creatures can think, but whether they can 

suffer when attacked with a perdition flamethrower” as part of a campaign declaring that these creatures 

have feelings too. These creatures are weak to lemon juice according to Donny Vermillion. Depending on the 

player’s choices in the campaign, these creatures can mutate to either morph instantly in groups of three or to 

be able to jump up and down cliffs. These creatures along with “hydras” and (*) “banes” name a common army 

composition for the mid-game as an alternative to mass roaches. Wings appear on these creatures’ backs and their 

speed greatly increases after researching Metabolic Boost in the evolution chamber. For 10 points, name these units 

which can be morphed in pairs after constructing the spawning pool, the basic melee unit of the Zerg. 

ANSWER: Zergling [accept Lings; prompt on Zerg] 

<MB, Major Publishers (Other)> 

 

8. Description acceptable. Two multiplayer rooms, the “Soda-pop Shop” and the “Arcade” can be found on 

this island whose spider-infested sewers are graffitied with the phrase “Darkness Awaits,” which can be seen 

using a glowstick. The player must pass through an area full of gigantic vegetables and an aircraft graveyard 

in order to obtain a jetpack on this island. Players bounce on clotheslines and jump off window ledges in 

order to reach a hanging vine on this island. A purple (*) giant residing on this island’s clouds lifts up his spiky 



club after the player provides him with a “golden egg.” This island’s medallion is given by a ship captain after the 

player returns the signal flag. A prized porker and a water bucket are among the items retrieved by the player on 

behalf of the 8-bit pilgrims that reside on this island. For 10 points, name this Poptropica island, the first to be 

developed. 

ANSWER: Early Poptropica [accept answers describing the first Poptropica island]  

<KT, Other>  

 

9. Note to moderator: read the answerline carefully.  

This character is represented by the descending syncopated musical motif (read slowly) “A-flat, F, D-flat, 

short E-flat, D-flat.” The inclusion of this character may be a reference to a similar Earthbound character, 

Ruffini. This character’s “ending” is described as “the best life for everyone” and is unlocked by killing four 

specific characters and leaving all others alive. In that ending, this character becomes “President of the (*) 

Underground.” Viewing the credits without touching any names opens a mysterious door near Snowdin where this 

character seemingly lives. This character is suspended above a bridge as part of Papyrus’ Gauntlet of Deadly Terror. 

After solving the piano puzzle, this character appears in the player’s inventory before it absorbs the Legendary 

Artifact, which it replaces with its namesake “residue.” For 10 points, name this Undertale character, an in-game 

representation of creator Toby Fox. 

ANSWER: Annoying Dog [accept the dog from Undertale, accept tobydog; accept dog after “Undertale” is read; 

prompt on dog before “Undertale;” prompt on Toby Fox] 

<EG, Indie> 

 

10. Players of this game take mental damage via stats like Knowledge and Sanity, and are unable to take 

physical damage in this game’s first phase. In the second phase of this game, one player can choose to be 

immune to Event cards or the Bite card. In a Saw-inspired scenario in this game in which player characters 

are outfitted with decapitation collars, a monster token labeled with a one determines the identity of the (*) 

traitor. To attack in this game, players must roll higher than the defender using a number of dice equal to their Might 

stat. After drawing a certain type of card, players of this game roll six dice, which must sum higher than the total 

number of drawn Omen Cards in order to avoid initiating the Haunt. For 10 points, name this board game in which 

players draw room cards to explore the creepy title location. 

ANSWER: Betrayal at House on the Hill 

<EG, Non-Video Games> 

 

11. In battle, an LP of Sheer Heart Attack can be stolen from this character, whose last name is inspired by 

one of Freddie Mercury’s nicknames. This character uses a blunt weapon called the Junkyard Dog, which is a 

combination of the Fireseal and the Flashing Fang. This character’s theme instructs the listener to “STRIKE 

BACK” and “get them out of your way,” telling the listener not to mind “a little sacrifice.” This character’s 

overdrive “Heavy (*) Mob Cemetery” has them transform into a demonic looking creature before slamming their 

opponent to the ground, and their attack Volcanic Viper launches opponents into the air. In the most recent game 

they appear in, Strive, this character is represented by the theme “Find Your One Way.” For 10 points, name this 

character, the protagonist of the Guilty Gear series. 

ANSWER: Sol Badguy [accept either underlined portion; accept Frederick Bulsara] (Mister Bad Guy is a studio 

album by Queen and a nickname for Freddie Mercury, and was Daisuke’s inspiration for Sol’s last name. The LP of 

Sheer Heart Attack can be stolen in Guilty Gear XRD by Johnny) 

<MB, Major Publishers (Other)> 

 

12. While fighting a dragon tamer at Cerise Island’s volcano, this character uses silk thread to avoid being hit 

by invisible bubbles. After infiltrating an enemy airship, this character relays the telepathic message “I am 

you!” from Organism No. 2 to another character. This character unknowingly lifts the curse of three 

legendary creatures and opens their exit into the real world via a rock at the Burned Tower, and this 



character uses their (*) fishing rod to boost their telekinetic abilities. While fighting the Masked Man at the Ilex 

Forest shrine, this character is forced to take off their straw hat to remove its two feathers, revealing their long hair 

and gender to Red. Viridian Forest granted this character the ability to heal Pokémon and feel their emotions. For 10 

points, name this Pokémon Adventures character named after the Gen 1 “Special Pikachu Edition” game. 

ANSWER: Yellow of Viridian Forest [or Amarillo del Bosque Verde] 

<IH, Culture> 

 

13. Hidden tiles may be captured to win the Adevăr variant of this game. One variant of this game requires 

players to create a Harmony Ring around the Middle Gate; that is the Skud variant. Hustlers may use the 

“blind bag gambit” and appear to play random tiles in this game. Fung plays this game with another 

character at the Misty Palms Oasis while two bounty hunters watch. Placing a certain tile in the center of this 

game’s board and forming that tile’s central image with the rest of the pieces is used by a (*) secret society to 

identify their members. After having their ship stolen by pirates, a character remarks that a tile from this game was 

in his sleeve the whole time. For 10 points, a secret society led by Iroh is named for the White Lotus tile from what 

board game in Avatar: The Last Airbender? 

ANSWER: Pai Sho 

<IH, Non-Video Games> 

 

14. In one cutscene, this character hyperventilates while memories flash of objects like a burned family 

photograph and a drawing of a house labeled “we lived here.” In another cutscene, this character is huddled 

in a fetal position as they change back and forth into a red-eyed shadow in time with a heartbeat. In one of 

two endings that show this character on a “missing” poster, a character discovers this character’s skeleton in 

a toy (*) chest. In an epilogue, this character is revealed to have written a story in which a knife-wielding character 

is killed by a bible falling on her head. After all their possessions and clothing are taken, this character escapes 

through a trapdoor under their rug as their religious mother enters their bedroom to sacrifice them at the request of a 

“voice from above.” For 10 points, name this character who titles a roguelike inspired by the biblical story of 

Abraham. 

ANSWER: Isaac Moriah 

<EG, Indie> 

 

15. One character in this game bemoans how they have been working in a market “since [their] mama was a 

baby” and later instructs the protagonist to “save everybody from way up above.” An arcade spinoff of this 

game has the player use a chainsaw to transform a tree into a fully functional electric guitar and follows a 

lamb. In the penultimate stage of this game, the player faces their previous teachers in a race to the (*) 

bathroom, where one figure repeatedly declares that they are “a chicken from the kitchen.” Before every stage, the 

protagonist of this game ponders what they can do before declaring “I gotta believe!” before entering game play 

where they say their teachers’ words back to them. For 10 points, name this early rhythm game where a title paper 

thin dog engages in rap battles. 

ANSWER: Parappa the Rapper 

<MB, Early Video Games> 

 

16. This team’s jungler memorably used Kindred ultimate to prevent MLXG from securing fifth dragon in a 

2016 win against RNG. Two players from this team feature in a gif whose gfycat link is “AnnualShadowBlack 

WidowSpider.” This team beat ROX at 2016 Worlds with a pocket Aurelion Sol pick. The spirit of this team’s 

“Golden Age” was captured by a fan sign reading “savage memes can’t melt playoff dreams.” Kobe played 

for this team, whose dysfunction was detailed in (*) Link’s “Donezo (“DUN-zo”) Manifesto.” After a 

disappointing run at 2015 Worlds featuring a loss to paiN gaming, internal issues prompted this team to replace their 

star ADC with Stixxay. This team’s faithful were finally rewarded in a 3-0 win over rivals TSM in 2015 Summer, 



which was the first entry in Doublelift’s trophy case. For 10 points, name this OG LCS team founded by 

HotshotGG. 

ANSWER: CLG [or Counter Logic Gaming] 

<VD, Culture> 

 

17. During a cutscene after defeating this character, they throw the player into a closing elevator where the 

player learns of a specimen called ID-F86. This character is seen eating a pile of rotting food before they 

spontaneously become muscular and fight the player as a result of corruption from the Jamba Heart. The 

player enters Lab Discovera to face Leongar after fighting this character’s warthog-masked (*) Forgo form. 

After being defeated for the first time at Winter Horns, this character pretends to faint before capturing Elfilin. 

Defeating this character at the Fountain of Dreams unleashes a being called Nightmare, revealing this character was 

trying to protect Dream Land. The player races to eat more than this character in the subgame “Gourmet Race.” This 

character, often dubbed “His Royal Nemesis,” is served by the Waddle Dees. For 10 points, name this large penguin 

and Kirby’s “arch-frenemy.” 

ANSWER: King Dedede [accept Forgo Dedede] 

<EG, Major Publishers (Nintendo)> 

 

18. A DLC modeling the D-variant for this vehicle released in 2012 features a fully interactive interior. In that 

game, Digital Combat Simulator, this vehicle is powered by a supercharged Packard-built Rolls Royce 

“Merlin” engine. In another game, an exclusive premium version of this vehicle was offered as a reward 

during the 2015 Thunder Leagues championship. That game, War Thunder, features nine variants of this 

vehicle, including a (*) D-20 reconnaissance version and an early variant featuring an Allison-powered engine and 

four 20mm Hispano Mk.II (“mark two”) cannons. In Microsoft Flight Simulator X, a racing version of this vehicle 

was added in the acceleration pack featuring paint schemes like Marinell and Janie. In GTA: San Andreas, the player 

flys the Rustler in the mission “Pilot School”, a vehicle partially based on this aircraft. For 10 points, name this most 

famous WWII American Army fighter aircraft featured in games like Battlefield: 1943, Call of Duty 2, and The 

Crew 2. 

ANSWER: North American Aviation P-51 Mustang [accept either underlined part; accept any specific variants as 

long as they mention P-51] 

<DA, Major Publishers (Other)> 

 

19. The combination of the short cooldown on this character’s skill Radiant Road and the refund they receive 

on their ultimate attack makes them one of the few characters capable of buster looping without a limit 

broken K-scope. One version of this character straps their sword to a water gun, adding the name “Vivian” 

to their ultimate attack. This character defeats an ancient king in one game by using a (*) magical scabbard 

buried in the protagonist's soul which can deflect any attack. Earlier in that game, this character formed a contract 

with the protagonist while they were being attacked by Cú Chulainn (“coo HULL-an”), who is the “Lancer” in that 

game’s iteration of the Holy Grail War. For 10 points, name this figure, a female version of which serves as a 

heroine and servant in the original Fate/Stay Night visual novel, where she is referred to by her sword-wielding 

class. 

ANSWER: King Arthur [accept Artoria; accept Saber] 

<MB, Other> 

 

20. A grandma in this game describes the protagonist as having a “dark spot” that will “one day… take a 

life” before the protagonist jumps on a trampoline with a friend. Bombshell teaches the protagonist a secret 

handshake at a party in this game during a quest titled “Proximity.” The protagonist of this game walks with 

their mother to Jenny’s Field and climbs a sunken blast furnace. In this game, (*) Selmers recites to the player 

“When I feel / A blueness / All I need / Is a youness” in one of her poems. The protagonists’ missing friend Casey 



Hartley is revealed at the end of this game to have been sacrificed by a cult. This game’s Weird Autumn update 

added the ability to interact with the electric bass in the protagonist’s bedroom to play songs like “Die Anywhere 

Else.” For 10 points, name this side-scrolling adventure game in which Mae Borowski returns to Possum Springs 

after dropping out of college. 

ANSWER: Night in the Woods 

<IH, Indie> 

 

Tiebreaker 

 

21. During this type of event in one game, the screen and audio distort before the player’s mother reenters the 

room to carry them upstairs. That game, Among the Sleep, begins as the player throws a glass on the ground 

as their mother makes a “perfect” food for this event. In Poppy Playtime, interacting with a Bunzo Bunny 

cutout prompts it to say “I know when [this event] is… June 28th,” a reference to the date (*) Markiplier 

observes this event. In another game, a letter reading “do you remember when we first met? Of course not, silly. But 

it was on this very day.” is delivered to the player from their mother. Upon exiting their house, the player is greeted 

by a villager and taken to that villager’s house, which has been redecorated to celebrate this event. For 10 points, 

name these events celebrated in the Animal Crossing franchise with gifts and cake. 

ANSWER: birthday 

<EG, Other> 

 


